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What is GivWhat is Givers?ers?

The Givers View provides a meaningful perspective on church giving via filters that generate
custom household lists exportable to a CSV file. By filtering on multiple parameters, it is
possible to identify and connect with specific housheolds to maximize Kingdom impact.

Basic FiltersBasic Filters sort givers by:

• Fund Type
• Tags
• Smart Tags
• Locations
• Giving Bands

Advanced FiltersAdvanced Filters sort givers by:

• Gift type - Any, Last or First gift
• Gift date
• Maximum gift size
• Gift count
• Average gift size
• Total giving amount
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The filter results can be exported to a CSV file compatible with Excel:

Filtered results can be viewed by two different sets of metrics. DetailsDetails provides household
name, campus location, tags and sorted by criteria (gift date, gift size, average gift size and all-
time giving):

GivingGiving provides household contributions for the current and previous year and amount pledged
and received:
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The search feature can locate a giver by name, family or donor ID, address, email or phone
number:

The Sorted bSorted byy menu allows you to:

• View household
• Assigns to a (pastoral) team
• Add a connection
• Merge (households)
• Print (household)
• Delete (household)

It is important that the right users have permission to access certain features. Users who do
not have permission to see giving amounts will not be able to use Advanced Filters, Giving
Bands or Smart Tags. Users can also be restricted to a certain location.

The Givers View has been developed with a responsive layout that works on numerous range of
devices and browsers. You have access to the same robust features across desktop, laptop or
mobile device:
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How do I identify anHow do I identify anyyone who has eone who has evver giver given toen to
the generthe general fund?al fund?

Select "Givers" from the navigation bar:

Locate the different Fund types at the left of your screen and select "General":

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and "Export List" to download all of your General fund
givers to a CSV (or Excel) file:

Your CSV (or Excel) file is now loaded:

You can now interact with and analyze the information on your computer:
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How do I sort mHow do I sort my givy givers based on recency ofers based on recency of
gift?gift?

Locate the "Sorted by:" descriptor on the righthand portion of the screen:

Select the default option, "GIFT DATE," to see other sort options available to you:

Select "Gift Date" (the default option). Your givers will now be listed based on who gave most
recently:
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How do I sort mHow do I sort my givy givers based on the largesters based on the largest
single gift?single gift?

Locate the "Sorted by:" descriptor on the righthand portion of the screen:

Select "GIFT DATE" to see other sort options available to you:

Select "Gift Size". Your givers will now be listed based on their largest single gift (general or
campaign) to the church. The list sorts from large to small single gifts:
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How do I sort mHow do I sort my givy givers based on lifetimeers based on lifetime
aavvererage gift amount?age gift amount?

Locate the "Sorted by:" descriptor on the righthand portion of the screen. Select "GIFT DATE":

To see what other sort options are available to you:

Select "Avg. Gift Size". Your givers will now be listed based on their lifetime average gift amount
(general and/or campaign) to the church. The list sorts from large to small lifetime average gift
amount:
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Important:Important: Please note that MortarStone only accepts data back to 2011. Hence, this "lifetime"
calculation reflects the average gift amount from 2011 and onward given to the church.
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How do I sort mHow do I sort my givy givers based on lifetime totalers based on lifetime total
giving?giving?

Locate the "Sorted by:" descriptor on the righthand portion of the screen. Select "GIFT DATE":

To see what other sort options are available to you:

Select "All-Time Giving". Your givers will now be listed based on their lifetime total giving
(across all fund types) to the church. The list sorts from large to small lifetime giving amounts:
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Important:Important: Please note that MortarStone only accepts data back to 2011. Hence, this "lifetime"
calculation reflects total giving from 2011 and onward given to the church.
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How do I identify a givHow do I identify a giver using their Donor orer using their Donor or
Family ID?Family ID?

Type in the giver's Family ID or Donor ID into the search box as follows:

This particular search returns all Donor IDs that include "785," as well as the unique Family ID.
Here is the record of the unique Family ID (785) returned:

This household is also returned in the search results. It may seem that the search box is not
working, but it is - this particular household's donor ID includes "785". To access the underlying
Donor IDs of a Family ID, click on the Family ID (e.g., 9174):
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Mark returned in the initial ID search results because his Donor ID is 21785:
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How do I identify a givHow do I identify a giver using an address?er using an address?

Lookup a giver based on their address by typing in the following convention into the search
menu, address: 445 P: 445 Peace Aeace Avvenueenue. Here is an example:

Select the returned household. The address used in the search is attached to the household
record:

Searching on the street name - in this case, Peace Avenue - would have returned the above
result, too.
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How do I identify givHow do I identify givers using an address, email,ers using an address, email,
or phone number?or phone number?

You can search for givers using specific information by prefacing your search with any of the
following terms:

• email:
• phone:
• address:

For example, to look up a giver based on their email address you would enter "email:email:
some@donorsome@donor.com.com""

Similarly, you could surface a donor via an address by searching "address: 911 Diego Street"

Searching by a phone number works just the same.
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 Phone number formatting doesn't affect search results
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How do I identify a givHow do I identify a giver using a phoneer using a phone
number?number?

Lookup a giver based on their phone number by typing in the following convention into the
search menu, phonephone:775-867-5309:775-867-5309. Here is an example:

Select the returned household. The phone number used in the search is attached to the
household record:
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How do I identify emerging financial LHow do I identify emerging financial Leaders?eaders?

Goal:Goal: produce a list of promising prospects who have shown rapid growth in generosity by
breaking into the third giving band with three or less gifts averaging $500 or more.

Suggestion:Suggestion: This analysis should be done on a monthly or quarterly basis to identify emerging
financial leaders.

FFrom the narom the navigation bar select the Givvigation bar select the Givers tab:ers tab:

Choose the middle giving band filter:

Click "Advanced Filter" and enter $500 for the minimum amount of the average gift size:

Enter 3 for the maximum amount of gifts given:

4) At the bottom of the screen, export the results into a CSV (or Excel) file:
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How do I identify top giving prospects?How do I identify top giving prospects?

Goal:Goal: surface a list of top giving prospects to grow annual giving or accelerate a campaign
initiative.

Suggestion:Suggestion: use RFM analysis to produce a list of givers who have given recently (by gift date),
frequently (by gift count), and over time (by total giving).

Please note that the exact numbers and dates used below should be adjusted based on the size
and budget of your church.

Select "Advanced Filter" and then gift date to be within the last three months (here defined at
as 4/19/2016):

Set minimum gift count to be 24:

Set minimum total giving amount to $10,000:

If this list is too large - for example, greater than 200 givers - consider modifying your criteria or
scoping the list to a specific campus location:
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Finally, scroll down to the bottom of the page and export the results into a CSV (or Excel) file:
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How do I identify struggling households?How do I identify struggling households?

Goal:Goal: return a list of givers who have given a single gift of $5,000 or more, but who have an
average gift size of $500 or less.

Suggestion:Suggestion: These givers have shown the potential for much greater generosity than indicated
by their average gift amount.

Select "Advanced Filter" and then set the gift date to the trailing 12 months (here defined as 7/
19/2015):

Set the maximum gift size amount to $5,000 or more:

Set the average gift size to $500 or less:

Scroll to the bottom of the page and export the results into a CSV (or Excel) file:
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How do I filter using multiple tags?How do I filter using multiple tags?

From the Givers View, select the tags you want to filter on.

Next, hover your cursor to the right of "Tags" to reveal the options menu.
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If you wish to only surface households who have all of the selected tags, you can choose "Match
all" from the options menu.

If you wish to surface any household with one or more of the selected tags, choose "Match any"
from the options menu.
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 It will "Match any" of the selected tags by default

You can also filter using Smart Tags in the same way. Please note, however, when using Tags andand
Smart Tags in conjunction with one another, bothboth criteria will need to be met.
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For example, if the "Member" Tag is selected, as well as the "Avg gift size - $100-$200" andand
"Gave between 20-55 gifts" Smart Tags, the list returned will only contain households who have
the "Member" Tag in addition to one or both of the selected Smart Tags - assuming you have
selected "Match any" for Smart Tags.
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HouseholdsHouseholds
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What is Households?What is Households?

The Household view summarizes all information about a particular household in

MortarStone. This includes members of a household, contact information, tags, giving and

pledge info, connections, teams, and notes.

Viewing a householdViewing a household

There are a number of ways to view a household, but the easiest is to find the household from
the Givers view and click it directly, or select "View household" from the options menu on the
right.
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The first section displays some basic information about the household including location
assignment, address and tags. You can edit these values by hovering over them and clicking the
pencil icon that is revealed. There is also the option to print, merge or delete the household.

 Can't perform an action or notice something missing? Click here

Household MembersHousehold Members

Below this, each of the household members is listed along with their information. You can
modify or remove members by clicking the grey pencil icon or add a new one using the the Add
Member button near the bottom right.
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Giving Info and MetricsGiving Info and Metrics

The giving section shows all gifts made by the household. You can view these gifts in table or
chart form by selecting the appropriate icon from the top left.

The table view lists the date, amount, type, fund, fund type and household member for each gift.
The options menu to the right hand side also allows you to edit or delete each gift.

Gifts are listed in chronological order by default, but you can sort them by any column simply by
clicking on it. Click once more to reverse the order.
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The chart view allows you to visualize giving over different time horizons to see trends. The
dropdown near the top left lets you set the time interval to monthly, quarterly, yearly, trailing
twelve months or fiscal year.

 How to adjust fiscal year end date

You can also hide or show specific fund types by toggling the buttons below the graph and it will
automatically adjust. Hovering over the graph will reveal a popup with the exact values for each
fund type as well as the total.
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Below this are some key giving metrics which can provide a giving summary at a glance.

PledgesPledges

The pledges section shows any pledge commitments the household has made and their
progress toward fulfilling each one. You have the option to create a new pledge, edit an existing
one or remove it entirely.
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 Households can only have one pledge per campaign

TTeams, Connections and Noteseams, Connections and Notes

Below the pledges section, you can manage the teams and connections for the household. You
have the option to create, edit or delete a connection as well as add or remove the household
from a team.
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 For more info, check out Teams and Connections

Lastly, the notes section allows you to add any other information to a household which may
prove helpful. You can click the Add Note button to add a new one.

Just type your note into the text box and it will be saved automatically. Each note captures the
date as well as the user who entered the note for future reference.

You can also make a note confidential by checking "Private." This will ensure that you're the
only one who can view it.
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How do I modify a pledge?How do I modify a pledge?

From the Givers view, select the household whose pledge you'd like to modify

Scroll down to the pledges section, hover over the pledge and click 'Edit pledge'

Make your changes in the pop-up box and select 'SAVE' to finish.
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 Households can only have one pledge per campaign
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How do I eHow do I exxclude gifts givclude gifts given through a donoren through a donor
advised fund, foundation, or charity?advised fund, foundation, or charity?

 If a household acts solely as a conduit through which other households give (a donor

advised fund or passthrough charity), you'll want to exclude its giving from the totals

and reports in MortarStone to avoid double counting.

From the Givers View, select the household for the donor advised fund, foundation, or charity
you wish to exclude.

Scroll down to the Giving section of the household record and select "Exclude giving from
reports"
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Example of a Passthrough Charity (i.e. Foundation, Charity, or
DAF)

You may want to exclude giving from a household if it acts as a conduit charity through which
other households give non-cash gifts. For example, John and Mary Jones give a non-cash gift of
$50,000 through National Christian Foundation’s Donor Advised Fund.

If the gift was entered into your ChMS twice - once for National Christian Foundation and once
for John and Mary Jones - it will be counted twice in MortarStone. By excluding gifts from
National Christian Foundation, the donation will only be counted once (for John and Mary
Jones) in the totals and reports across the website.
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WhWhy cany can't I create, edit, delete or add a't I create, edit, delete or add a
household?household?

MortarStone is not intended to function as a separate Church Management System

(ChMS). Instead, we give your existing ChMS (ex. FellowshipOne, Church Community

Builder) "data authority."

This means that the transfer of data flows only one way - from your ChMS into MortarStone.
This eliminates the need for you to maintain two different systems, allowing you to focus on
surfacing actionable insights to empower your ministry.

If you see a dialogue box like the one below, the information you are trying to add, modify or
delete must be entered into your ChMS. Make the change there and we'll pick it up during our
nightly syncing process.

NONOTE:TE: If you don't want to wait for the nightly sync process to occur, click the manual sync
button and the household you're viewing will be immediately re-synced.
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TTagsags
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What is TWhat is Tags?ags?

The Tags View allows users to apply a household attribute(s) for some identifying information
you want to track (e.g., baptisms, groups, serving, staff, member and other). It also permits the
user to systematically track a household's giving behavior based on defined rules. This kind of
tag is referred to as a Smart Tag because it updates automatically.

Tags are "Static", while Smart Tags are "Dynamic".

In this example, a user has setup nine Tags ranging from topics such as attendance at a church
event (Giving Summit), participation in the church (Group Leader), even personal interests (Dog
Owners):
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You may add any Tag or 'household attribute' you are interested in tracking.

You can create Smart Tags to segment your households by one or more of the following giving
behaviors:

• Gift size
• Average gift size
• Time (days, months, years) since first gift
• Time (days, months, years) since last gift
• Gift count
• Total giving
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In this example, a user has set up four Smart Tags that segment households by new ("Made a
recent initial gift"), long-time ("Made over 20 gifts") and lapsed givers ("Last gift over 90 days
ago"):

Each Tag reveals the number of households that have been "tagged" with the associated
attribute. For example, this church has 12 households that have a "Serving" Tag, and 809
households that have given 20 or more gifts to the church:
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Users can filter households using Tags or Smart Tags from the Givers View. This example shows
all households who have a "Baptized" Tag:

Users can run Tags in conjunction with Advanced Filters. This example shows all households
who have been tagged as "Baptized" AND who have given 6 or more gifts6 or more gifts over the first sixfirst six
months of 2016months of 2016:
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It is important to note that checking two or more Tags will notnot return households who only
possess both Tags. Instead, selecting more than one Tag will return a list of households who
possess one or more of the chosen attributes.

For example, selecting the "Baptized" and "Dog Owners" Tags will return any household that
has the "Baptized" OROR "Dog Owners" Tag:
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Selecting multiple "Basic Filters" (Fund type, Tags, Smart tags, Locations and/or Giving bands)
will return households who have those attributes. For example, this filtered view returns
households with the "Baptized" Tag ANDAND the "Last gift over 90 days" Smart Tag:

Below are several more examples to show how Basic Filters work.
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Choosing the Basic Filters below would return all households whose last gift was made over 90
days ago ANDAND who have given a single gift or more to the East Campus:

This filter would return all households whose last gift was made over 90 days ago ANDAND who
have given a single gift or more to the East Campus OROR a single gift or more to the Main
Campus:
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If you have any remaining questions about Tags, please contact us at
support@mortarstone.comsupport@mortarstone.com.
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How do I create a THow do I create a Tag?ag?

It is important to differentiate a Tag from a Smart Tag. A Tag is a static attribute that is assigned
to a household. For example, a "Dog Owner" or a "Group Leader."

Unlike Smart Tags, a Tag does not change unless you manually edit the information at the
household level. Alternatively, you can send a CSV or ExCSV or Excel filecel file to the team at MortarStone
(data@mortarstone.com) and they will upload this information for you.

Definitions aside, here is the process used to create a Tag. Select "Tags" from the navigation
menu:

Select "Create Tag" at the bottom of the screen to create a Tag attribute:

In 25 characters or less, give your Tag a name:
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For example, create a Tag to track all households who attended the church's "Giving Summit"
event:

In 70 characters or less, describe the attribute the new Tag will help you track:
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For example, the description of this new Tag is "Households that attended the Giving Summit":

Select "Save" to add this New Tag to your list:
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Congratulations, you have just created a Tag:
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How do I create a Smart THow do I create a Smart Tag?ag?

It is important to differentiate Tags from Smart Tags. A Tag is a static attribute that is assigned
to a household. For example, a "Dog Owner" or a "Group Leader".

Smart Tags are automatically updated daily based on household giving behavior. This works
nicely if MortarStone is pulling your data via an API connection to your church's management
system. However, if your church updates their giving records using a csv file, you'll want to keep
in mind that Smart Tags advance every day, whether your data has been updated or not - which
could lead to confusion.

Example: A church who last refreshed their data 30 days ago runs a filter using the Smart Tag
"Last gift over 90 days ago". Since the search utilizes the current date (not the date of the last
import) the filtered results will likely include households who's last gift was 61-90 days ago.

To create a Smart Tag, select "Tags" from the navigation menu:

Select "Create Smart Tag" at the bottom of the screen.

In 30 characters or less, give your Smart Tag a name:
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Next, select "Segmented by", the most appropriate attribute would be to segment households
by "Time since first gift":

Finally, define a rule that supports the Smart Tag name. A rule is broken into two parts for
giving counts and amounts, and three parts for time-based parameters.

1. The rule itself (e.g., "Smaller than", "Greater than," and "Between," for gift counts and giving
amounts, and "Less than," "More than" and "Between" for time-based rules)

2. The segmented by field (e.g., "Average gift size", "Time since first gift", etc.)
3. The time-based rule ("Days ago," "Months ago" and "Years ago").
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For example, the goal of this Smart Tag is to return those households who made their first gift to
the church within the last 30 days. The rule that will return these households is "Less than 31
days ago":

Select "Save" to add this New Tag to your list:
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Congratulations, you have just created a Smart Tag:
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How do I import THow do I import Tags?ags?

Produce a CSV or Excel file with two columns, one containing the household ID number and the
other with the tag name.

Send the file to: data@mortarstone.com. Please allow up to three business days for your tags to
be imported.

 For more information about managing and utilizing tags, check out Tags.
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How do I manually assign a THow do I manually assign a Tag to a household?ag to a household?

In this example, Bill Short just became a "Group Leader". Since this impacts only Bill's household
- as opposed to many - simply assign this Tag to the Short household rather than refresh the
Tags for all households via a CSV import.

First, select Bill's household from the Givers View:

Click to reveal Bill's "Household View" and hover over the "Tags" description until a pencil
appears; select the pencil icon:
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Click on the "Add tag" dropdown menu within the "Edit tags" screen:

Choose from any of the (static) Tags that have been created. In this case, the appropriate Tag to
add is "Group Leader":
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The "Group Leader" tag will now appear on the Household Record View:

And on the Givers View:
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How do I use THow do I use Tags in Givags in Givers View?ers View?

You can use Tags in conjunction with the Givers View to output customized lists.

For example, your church is interested in identifying which of your "Group Leaders" have given
$100,000 or more in lifetime giving for a financial leaders event with the Senior Pastor.

Create the appropriate (Static) Tag in Tags View, entitled "Group Leader" and assign that to
each of your group leaders.

 To assign a Tag to a particular household, please review How do I manually assign a

Tag to a household?

To mass assign Tags to many households, please review How do I import Tags?

You have identified eight group leaders, as indicated by the people icon above. Next, click on the
Givers View tab:
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Then choose "Advanced Filters" and input $100,000 under the "Total giving amount," and
specifically for the "Min amount".

Using the Group Leader tag in conjunction with Advanced Filters (total minimum giving amount
of $100,000) has narrowed the list down from eight households to three households:
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How do I use Smart THow do I use Smart Tags in Givags in Givers View?ers View?

Use Smart Tags in tandem with the Givers View to output a customized list of household givers.

In this example, a church is interested in surfacing a list of households that have made 20 or
more total gifts and whose average gift amount is $1,000 or more.

Create the appropriate Smart Tag in Tags View. In this case, any household that has "Made a gift
more than 19 times":

Navigate to the Givers View:

Once in the Givers View, select the appropriate Smart Tag. For this example, the "20+ gifts"
Smart Tag:
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After selecting the appropriate Smart Tag(s), click on the "Advanced Filters" feature:

Once in Advanced Filters, a user can select any number of parameters to cull the Smart Tag list.
In this example, the church inputs $1,000 under the "Avg. gift size" parameter, and specifically
for the "Min amount":

A user can scroll down the page to see how many households are returned from the Smart Tag
and Advanced Filter parameters. In this example, 42 households were returned.

A user may wish to download these results into a CSV file for communication purposes. They
can do so by selecting "Export List":
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To further illustrate the powerful functionality of using Smart Tags in tandem with Advanced
Filters, the church in question may wish to narrow the above list by returning only those
households that have $100,000 or more in total giving. In this example, the church inputs
$100,000 under the "Total giving amount" parameter, and specifically for the "Min amount":

This custom household list has now been reduced to just 19 households:
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How do I edit or delete a THow do I edit or delete a Tag?ag?

From the Tags View, select the tag you want to edit or delete by clicking the options menu to
the right of the people icon.

Then select the action you wish to take.

You can also edit a tag by hovering over its name and clicking the pencil icon to the right.
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Either approach enables you to edit the tag name and description or delete the tag entirely.

If you choose to delete the tag, you will be asked to confirm. Otherwise, select "SAVE" after
updating the tag to preserve your changes.

 For more info on tags, check out What is Tags?
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How do I edit or delete a Smart THow do I edit or delete a Smart Tag?ag?

From the Tags View, select the Smart Tag you want to edit or delete by clicking the options
menu to the right of the people icon.

Then select the action you wish to take.
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You can also edit a Smart Tag by hovering over its name and clicking the pencil icon to the right.

Either approach enables you to edit the Smart Tag name, segmentation and rule or delete it
entirely.
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If you choose to delete the Smart Tag, you will be asked to confirm. Otherwise, select "SAVE"
after updating the Smart Tag to preserve your changes.
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After saving, the Smart Tag will update based on the new criteria and repopulate the count to
the right of the people icon. This process shouldn't take more than a couple minutes to
complete.
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How do I filter using multiple tags?How do I filter using multiple tags?

From the Givers View, select the tags you want to filter on.

Next, hover your cursor to the right of "Tags" to reveal the options menu.
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If you wish to only surface households who have all of the selected tags, you can choose "Match
all" from the options menu.

If you wish to surface any household with one or more of the selected tags, choose "Match any"
from the options menu.
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 It will "Match any" of the selected tags by default

You can also filter using Smart Tags in the same way. Please note, however, when using Tags andand
Smart Tags in conjunction with one another, bothboth criteria will need to be met.
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For example, if the "Member" Tag is selected, as well as the "Avg gift size - $100-$200" andand
"Gave between 20-55 gifts" Smart Tags, the list returned will only contain households who have
the "Member" Tag in addition to one or both of the selected Smart Tags - assuming you have
selected "Match any" for Smart Tags.
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TTeamseams
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What is TWhat is Teams?eams?

A team is comprised of one or more leaders. Those leaders connect with church members

who are on their team to accomplish very specific goals.

For example, a "First Impressions" team may connect with first time givers in order to

increase their engagement with the church. To measure progress, team leaders will create

Milestones such as "Phone call", "Post card", "Starting point class", "Serving", "Small group",

etc. allowing the team leaders to view each member's progress. Members are moved to the

Completed group once they've completed their milestones.

NONOTE: Milestones can be mandatory or optional, meaning, church members do not need toTE: Milestones can be mandatory or optional, meaning, church members do not need to

complete ecomplete evvery milestone in order to be markery milestone in order to be marked as 'ed as 'Completed'Completed'..

 Teams should be created with specific and measurable goals

The team name (1), location (2) and number of members (3) is displayed for each team on the
left-hand side. You can select a team or create a new one by clicking the blue "+"+" icon at the
bottom left or your screen.
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The teams view is divided into three sections: Active, Completed and Settings. Households can
be added to a team from either the Active or Completed tab by clicking the blue "+"+" icon at the
bottom.

A team member is moved from Active to Completed once they have completed all milestones,
or when they are manually marked as completed by a team leader.
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The Settings tab allows you to configure each team - name, description, leaders, milestones and
'auto-add by' functionality. You also have the option to delete a team from this page.

Each member record displays the (1) family name, (2) location, (3) Milestone(s), (4) additional
details and an options menu (5)
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The options menu gives you the ability to view the household, add a connection, mark as
completed, or remove a member from the team.

You can export a list of team members to a CSV file by selecting "EXPORT LIST" at the bottom
of the page.
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 Checkout How do I add team members by tag? and How can I set up recurring Team

milestones?
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How do I add team members bHow do I add team members by tag?y tag?

Adding members to a team by tag(s) is an easy way to empower team leaders to efficiently

cultivate stewardship and engagement

First, select the team you wish to modify from the left-hand column and choose the Settings
tab

Scroll down to the section labeled ""Auto-add members with anAuto-add members with any of these tagsy of these tags"".. Tags which are
currently applied will be displayed here.

Click the edit button to bring up the Tag Rules menu. Select any tags you wish to associate with
the team and click "SAVE TAG RULES" to finalize your changes. Any household with one or
more of the selected tags will be added to your team.
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Please allow some time for new members to be added to your team. Team members added by
tag can be identified through the "Added by" information listed on the right-hand side of the
screen.
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How can I set up recurring THow can I set up recurring Team milestones?eam milestones?

You can use recurring Team milestones to track periodic goals and objectives

First, select the team you wish to modify from the left-hand column. Then switch to the Settings
tab and scroll down to the section labeled "Team milestones""

If you've already set up milestones, you can continue to the next step. Otherwise, you will need
to create the milestone(s) you want to track by clicking the "+ MILESTONE" button.
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Next, set the Completion rule by selecting from the dropdown under "Completion rules." This
dictates how often completed team members are moved back into the active tab. The default is
"Never" (i.e. completed members remain completed), but you can set it to reset every week,
month, or year.
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For example, if you want to track which members have completed their annual general fund
pledge, you would first create a milestone of "Completed annual pledge" and set the completion
rule to 1 year.
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How do I create a THow do I create a Team milestone?eam milestone?

First, select the team you wish to modify from the left-hand column. Then switch to the Settings
tab and scroll down to the section labeled "Team milestones""

You can create a new milestone by clicking the button labeled ++ MILESTONE

Milestones should be specific and concise - no more than 30 characters in length. Once you
decide what to call your milestone, click the "ADD" button to create it.
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Your milestone will now appear next to each member of the team.

You can remove a milestone under Settings by clicking the xx on the right hand side.
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 Check out How can I set up recurring Team milestones?
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ConnectionsConnections
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What is Connections?What is Connections?

Connections allow you to record and manage engagement with your congregation

Creating, Editing and Deleting ConnectionsCreating, Editing and Deleting Connections

You can create a new connection by clicking the blue ++ button on the bottom right hand side of
the page.

At a minimum, you will need to specify the Household, connection type, team, date and team
leader. Make sure to click "SAVE" after you have finished to finalize your connection.

 You can also create connections from Teams and Givers

Each connection record displays ? the family name ? team leader ? connection type ? team name
? date of connection ? and an options menu.
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The options menu allows you to edit or delete a connection. You can also edit a connection by
clicking on it directly.

Editing a connection allows you to modify the connection type, date, time, team and notes. You
also have the option to delete the connection.
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Don't forget to hit "SAVE" after modifying a connection to finalize your changes

Filtering ConnectionsFiltering Connections

You can use basic and/or advanced filters to surface a specific list of connections. Basic filters
on the left-hand side include the connection type and team.

Each connection must be assigned to a team. You can select more than one and it will surface
results with any of the selected teams.
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Connection type refers to the mode of communication of the connection. This can include both
the medium (i.e. digital, in-person, phone conversation, etc.) as well as the person(s) involved
(i.e. staff, volunteer, pastor, etc.). Like teams, each connection has only one connection type.
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You can manage your connection types by clicking the "ADD / DELETE TYPES" button. Click the
"++ NEW TYPE"" button from the popup window to create a new connection type.

To delete a connection type, hover over it until you see the trashcan icon appear and click it.

Advanced filters include date range and search functionality.
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Lastly, you can export the filtered results to a CSV file compatible with Excel by clicking the
EXPORT LIST button on the bottom right hand side of the page.
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TTriggersriggers
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How do I setup new givHow do I setup new giver email notifications?er email notifications?

Select "Triggers" from the GenD dropdown menu:

Click the "New Trigger" (red) button to setup a new rule:
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Give the New Trigger a "Name" and assign the results to a team ("Trigger for team"). You can
limit what givers a team member sees by way of the "Limit donor units assigned to location"
dropdown menu. Finally, enable "Trigger Status" to start receiving email notifications:

Select "Add Rule," and then "New Donor" from the "Select Trigger" dropdown menu:

For example, set the "Minimum donation count" to "1 Donation":
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Then specify how far back you want to surface a new giver. For this example it is 30 days:

And the trigger should only return new givers who gave at least 1 donation of $10 or more to$10 or more to
the Generthe General and/or One Fal and/or One Fundund over the last 30 days:
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Click on "Preview" to see how many new givers will be assigned to the "New Giver" team
specified above.

By clicking submit, all 68 new givers will be emailed to the "New Giver" team. In addition,
anytime a "Main Campus" new donor gives $10 or more, that donor will be emailed to the
appropriate team members as soon as your data is refreshed.
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FFundsunds
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How do I include pre- and post-giving to aHow do I include pre- and post-giving to a
campaign?campaign?

If you allow households to fulfill their pledges before or after the official start and end date

of your campaign, you will need to adjust your campaign settings accordingly.

From the navigation bar, click on Funds and choose Campaigns from the dropdown menu

Select the campaign you wish to modify by clicking on its name. You can see ? the donation start
and end dates and ? campaign start and end dates listed for each campaign.

Next, click the blue Edit button on the right.
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Modify the donation date range to include any pre- or post-giving. Any gift given between the
donation start date and donation end date will be counted towards pledges.

Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Update Campaign to save your changes
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How do I create a campaign?How do I create a campaign?

From the nav bar, click Funds and select Campaigns from the drop down menu.

Basic InfoBasic Info

Click the blue Add Campaign button to begin. You will first need to enter some basic
information about the campaign including it's name, start and end dates, and the donation date
range.

The campaign date range refers to the actual start and end dates of the campaign, while the
donation date range specifies the time period during which gifts will be counted toward the
campaign. For a more in-depth explanation of the difference, click here.
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Checking the box labeled "Default Campaign?" will ensure that it is displayed on the Campaign
Summary on the dashboard. The default campaign is also used to display pledge information on
the Givers view.

 You can only have one default campaign, but you can easily change it at any time.

One FOne Fund Tund Trrackackerer

The One Fund Tracker section allows churches using a One Fund strategy to adjust the way it is
tracked in MortarStone. If you aren't using a One Fund strategy, you can simply leave this
section as it is.
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 If you are using a One Fund strategy, contact MortarStone support for assistance.

The same applies to the Monthly Percentages section - leave it blank unless you are using a One
Fund strategy

FFundsunds

The last step in setting up your campaign is selecting the underlying fund(s). Each fund you add
will be tracked, meaning that any gift to a selected fund counts towards the campaign.
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For example, if the Jones family made a pledge to the Building Campaign which has the
underlying funds "Building Fund" and "Tithes", a gift to either of these funds will fulfill a portion
of their pledge commitment.

Make sure to click the blue Create Campaign on the bottom left to finish adding your campaign.

Sending PledgesSending Pledges

 None of the Church Management Systems (ChMS) that integrate with MortarStone

offer a way to sync pledges automatically so they must be manually uploaded by our

data team.

You will need to send your pledges in a CSV or XLS format to data@mortarstone.com for
upload.
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Only three columns are required:

1. family_id - The unique identifier for the household
• acs_family_id for churches using ACS

2. pledge_amount - The total pledge for the household
3. campaign - The name of campaign

• This must match the name of the campaign in MortarStone exactly

 Proper formatting will ensure that your pledges are uploaded in a timely manner. You

can download a template or example file if you are unsure. Churches using ACS as

their ChMS will need to use this template
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How do I choose which funds are included inHow do I choose which funds are included in
mmy reports?y reports?

Each fund has a specific designation - CampaignCampaign, GenerGeneralal, One FOne Fundund, or Other -Other - which denotes
its purpose. By default, all funds are set to OtherOther.

Reports in MortarStone only include gifts to funds designated as GenerGeneralal or One FOne Fundund. Most
churches choose to focus primarily on these types of gifts because they constitute their "core"
giving.

 Check out What are fund types? for an in-depth explanation of fund types.

Designating YDesignating Your Four Fundsunds

Select Funds from the nav bar and Funds again from the drop down menu.

The Type column displays the fund type for each of your funds; this entire column will be OtherOther
by default.
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Find the fund you wish to include from the list and click on its name. Then, select the blue Edit
button and choose either GenerGeneralal or One FOne Fundund from the fund type drop down. Don't forget to
click Update Fund to save your change.

You will need to repeat this process for each of the funds you wish to include.

 If your church is involved in a campaign, you'll want to designate the associated funds

as CampaignCampaign
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What are fund types?What are fund types?

In MortarStone, each fund has a specific designation - GenerGeneral, Campaignal, Campaign, One FOne Fundund, or

Other -Other - which denotes its purpose.

All funds which are considered part of the church's general giving (i.e. those used for staff
wages, mailing costs, coffee, etc.) should be classified as a GenerGeneralal fund type.

Let's say you're in a campaign called the Next Generation Campaign and the Jones family
pledges to give $3,000 over the next two years. If they fulfill their pledge commitment by giving
to the "NextGen" fund, then "NextGen" would be classified as a CampaignCampaign fund type.

In the example above, if all giving to the church (pledged or not) was counted towards the Next
Generation Campaign, then the Next Generation Campaign would be classified as a One Fund
strategy. Therefore, the "NextGen" fund would be designated as a One FOne Fundund type.

All funds which don't qualify as GenerGeneralal, CampaignCampaign or One FOne Fundund should have the fund type
OtherOther.

 For more information on fund types, check out How do I choose which funds are

included in my reports?
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SettingsSettings
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What is Settings?What is Settings?

ProfileProfile

The 'Profile' tab allows you to manage your login credentials and individual preferences.

Under Account, you can edit the details of your profile including your first name, last name, and
email address. You can also reset your password using the Change Password button.

Report range allows you to set your default preference for reporting to Fiscal, Yearly or Trailing
Twelve Months. You can also change this preference from anywhere in MortarStone by using
the report range button on the top right-hand side of your screen.

Under 'Dashboard widgets' you can customize your Dashboard to display the information most
important to you.
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GenerGeneralal

The 'General' tab allows you to set preferences for your entire organization. Note: changes

made here are sitewide and affect all users.

There are two options for displaying amounts: "Round to the nearest dollar" and "Show cents."

The Fiscal year end date option allows you to set the fiscal year end date for fiscal report
ranges. Below this, you may or may not see ChMS-specific options for syncing. These can be
explored in detail here

Lastly, the General tab allows you to set your Giving band ranges. These can be reset at any
time by clicking the "REVERT TO DEFAULT" button. Please note that upper range of each giving
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band is exclusive. For example, the giving band below would include all givers who gave
between $0.01 and $199.99 over the reporting range selected.

UsersUsers

The 'Users' tab allows you to manage your users.

The options menu on the right allows you to edit or deactivate a user. Deactivating a user will
restrict them from accessing MortarStone. You can see all deactivated users by clicking "Show
deactivated users"
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On the bottom right-hand side of the page, you have the option to create a 'New User' and set
their permissions.

'Edit User' allows you to change account information and permissions for existing users. Under
'Account', you can edit a user's first name, last name and email. You can also send a link to reset
their password.

Under Locations, you can select which location(s) a household can view. Note: each user must
have access to at least one location.

Lastly, under permissions, you can select which permissions to give a user. Permissions are
divided into three categories: Administration, Privacy, and Reports.

Administration permissions give access to admin activities such as managing teams, payment
information and user accounts. Privacy permissions give access to sensitive information like
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household names and gift amounts. Reports permissions give access to specific reports under
the reports tab.

Each category contains individual permissions options which allow you to customize the
permissions for each user.

 PLEASE NOTE: Any user with permission to “Manage user accountsManage user accounts” will in effect

have ALL permissions, this is because they can change their permissions or even

create a 'New User' with all permissions and access MortarStone using this new

account.

ConsultantsConsultants

The 'Consultants' tab shows you which consultants (if any) have access to your data.

Each consultant's name, affiliation and email is listed in a table. On the right, you can grant or
revoke their access to view names and/or amounts.
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To add or remove a consultant, please contact us at: support@mortarstone.com

PPaaymentyment

The 'Payment' tab lets you manage your payment method as well as view receipts and

invoices.

If you already have a payment method on file, you will be given the option to edit or remove this
payment method

You can add a payment method by selecting "ADD NEW". For more information, see "How do I
enter a payment method?"
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Under 'History', all of your invoices and receipts are listed. Clicking the view option on the right
will generate a PDF of your invoice or receipt. For more information, see "How do I access my
paid invoices?"

LLocationsocations

The 'Locations' tab allows you to manage your locations.

Each location is listed in the table and may be edited or deleted.

You may add a new location by clicking the "Add Location" button at the bottom right-hand side
of the page.
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Data ImportsData Imports

The 'Data Imports' tab lets you make an API connection to your Church Management

System (ChMS)

We support API connections for most major Church Management Systems. Click the
appropriate link to view the API connection instructions for your particular ChMS.

• Church Community Builder
• Fellowship One

 If you experience any challenges making your API connection, please contact us at:

support@mortarstone.com or (775) 722-4444
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How do I enter a paHow do I enter a payment method?yment method?

Select "Settings" (the cog wheelcog wheel in the upper righthand corner of your screen):

Next, select the "Payment" tab from the left sidebar - then select the "ADD NEW" button to
upload your ACH or credit card information:

Click on "SUBMIT" when you are finished uploading this information:
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Your ACH information is located on any check that is linked to the church's bank account:

We also accept checks by mail, too. If you would prefer to use this payment method, please mail
your check to:
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MortarStone
6015 South Virginia Street
Suite E PMB #454
Reno, NV 89502

If you experience any difficulty during this process, please contact MortarStone support at
(775) 722 - 4444(775) 722 - 4444 or support@mortarstone.comsupport@mortarstone.com
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How do I access mHow do I access my paid iny paid invvoices?oices?

Select "Settings" (the cog wheel) in the upper right-hand corner:

Select "Payment" under the "Settings" menu on the left-hand side of the page:

Your past invoices are available under "History":

Select "View Receipt" to access the PDF for a particular invoice:
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How do I add, edit or delete a location?How do I add, edit or delete a location?

From the toolbar, select "Settings" (the cog wheel):

Then "Settings" again from the fly-out menu:

In Settings View, select "Locations":
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To add a location, select the blue "Add Location" button:

Enter the location name. In this example, the new location is "South Campus". The user has the
option of giving the location an External ID. This particular location has an External ID of "007",
click 'Save':

The South Campus location has been successfully added:

A location can be deleted by choosing the "Delete" button. Similarly, a misspelling or name
update can be done using the "Edit" button.
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How do I reactivate a user?How do I reactivate a user?

 In order to reactivate (or deactivate) a user, you must have permission to manage user

accounts.

Go to settings

From the Users tab, turn on the "Show deactivated users" switch.

Find the user you wish to reactivate and from the options menu on the right click "Reactivate"
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How do I adjust mHow do I adjust my giving bands?y giving bands?

Select "Settings" (the cog wheel) in the upper right-hand corner.

From the General tab on the left, scroll down to the "Giving band ranges" section.

 If you don't see the General tab, make sure you have admin permissions
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Adjust the upper band on the right to set the range for each band. When finished, click 'SAVE
RANGES' to save your changes.

 Bands are exclusive of the upper value and scoped to your reporting range. For more

information, see What is Settings?
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API ConnectionsAPI Connections
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How do I establish mHow do I establish my Church Communityy Church Community
Builder API connection?Builder API connection?
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How do I establish mHow do I establish my Fy Fellowship One APIellowship One API
connection?connection?

 Please note that you must have admin privileges in both Fellowship One and

MortarStone to complete this process. For more information, please contact support

at 775-722-4444 or support@mortarstone.com.

Login to your Fellowship One account and from the "Admin" dropdown menu select
"Applications"

Scroll down to 3rd party and select MortarStone.

Next, grant access to MortarStone
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A green checkmark indicates the connection is enabled

In MortarStone, go to Settings (the cog wheel) and select the "Data import" tab from the left.
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Next, click the "Connect" button to the left of the Fellowship One logo.

Enter your Fellowship One church code and click "Validate"
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Finally, enter your Fellowship One username and password and click 'Submit'.

Congratulations! Your API connection has been established. We will begin pulling your data
immediately and refresh your data daily at 2:00 AM PST.
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How do I use FHow do I use FellowshipOne to assignellowshipOne to assign
household locations in MortarStone?household locations in MortarStone?

Step 1: Creating an Individual Attribute GroupStep 1: Creating an Individual Attribute Group

For MortarStone to pull and display household locations they must be entered as individual
attributes in FellowshipOne. Follow the instructions below to create a "Campus" attribute
group with individual attributes for each of your locations (i.e. "North Campus").

 IMPORTANT: The name of each "Campus" attribute must match the campus name on

the Campuses page in Fellowship One (Admin > Campuses) EXACTLY, e.g. if the

campus name is "North Campus", the campus attribute cannot be "N. Campus", "N.C."

or "North", etc.

Step 2: Assigning Households to LStep 2: Assigning Households to Locationsocations

After you've set up your locations as individual attributes you can assign individual households
to a location by following the steps below.
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 Each household can have only one location in MortarStone

These changes will take effect the next time your data in MortarStone is resynced, so please
allow up to 24 hours.

 For more information on locations, please check out How do I assign a Fund to a

Location? and How do I assign a household to a location using a CSV file?
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How do I trHow do I track household status as a tag?ack household status as a tag?

 This only works for churches using Fellowship One

In MortarStone, click the gear icon on the top right and select Settings from the drop down
menu.

Navigate to the General tab on the left and check the box labeled "Track head of household's
status as a tag."

 This will only track the status of the head of household. Any other household member

statuses will not be included as tags
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Each status will be added as a tag for the appropriate household the next time we sync your
data. If a head of household doesn't have a status, no tag will be added to that household.
Similarly, if a head of household status changes, the old status tag will be replaced with the new
one.

 You can manage these tags from the Tags view
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Manual ImportsManual Imports
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What data should I proWhat data should I provide?vide?

If there is no API connection available for your church management system, you will need to
send us your data in an Excel spreadsheet (.csv, .xls or .xlsx format).

Please send the following data for eevvery individual donationery individual donation from 01-01-2011 through YTD01-01-2011 through YTD..

At a minimum we will need:At a minimum we will need:

• Donor ID or Name
• Date of contribution
• Amount of contribution

In addition to the above required data, please provide the following optional data to take full
advantage of the functionality and reporting offered in MortarStone:

Donor InformationDonor Information

• Family or Household ID
• Family role (spouse, child, stepchild, other)
• Location ID
• First name
• Last name
• Gender
• Date of birth
• Email
• Marital status
• Address (street, city, state, zip code)
• Phone number(s)
• Tags (e.g., Is staff; Is in a small group; other)

Donation InformationDonation Information

• Fund ID
• Instrument type (cash, check, credit card, other)
• Transaction ID

LLocationsocations

• Location ID
• Location name

FFundsunds

• Fund ID
• Fund name

Capital Stewardship or One-FCapital Stewardship or One-Fund Initiativund Initiativee
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If your church is involved in a special initiative and you would like to track your progress, please
provide the following (optional) information:

• Campaign start date
• Campaign end date
• Household pledge amount

You can include any or all of the optional fields - in addition toin addition to the required fields. Below is an
example of a correctly formatted file:

The header columns can be different from the example above and do not need to be arranged in
any particular order.
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How do I eHow do I export mxport my givy giver information out ofer information out of
AACS?CS?

To get the giving and pledge information you will need to run contribution reports. The first
report would be the "Customize Gift Detail Listing." Please customize the date on this export to
output the following information requested by MortarStone:

The second report would be the "Pledge Detail Listing." Please use the same settings (i.e. date,
etc.) that you used for the "Gift Detail Listing" report above.

Preview each report and at the top of the screen you will see the following options:
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Click the "View Report Data" option to see the information in a spreadsheet format. Choose
the export option at the top to output the information to an Excel file.

Use the Standard People Export option to import additional fields into MortarStone.
Customize your output by selecting the special fields you wish to import:

You can also select to export this file to Excel.

If you experience any difficulties with the steps above, please contact
support@mortarstone.com
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How do I assign a household to a location usingHow do I assign a household to a location using
a CSV file?a CSV file?

To assign your Households to a Location please send a CSV file containing the information
below to: data@mortarstone.com

1. Family ID number
2. Location name
3. Location ID number (if applicable)

 Please email: support@mortarstone.comsupport@mortarstone.com or call: (775) 722-4444(775) 722-4444 with any questions.
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